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$\{Z(t)\}_{t\geq}0$ | $\Lambda(dx)$ L\’evy measure subordinator $\Lambda(dx)$
$\Lambda((1, +\infty))<+\infty$ , $\int_{0}^{1}x\Lambda(dx)<+\infty$




$\{Z(\iota)\}_{t\geq 0}$ path ( ) iumP $P[Z(1)>0]=1$ (Sato [8])




$\{Z(\iota)\}_{t}\geq 0$ $\Gamma$-process Ewens
–
subordinator random discrete distributio Perman [5]
iump
$n$ $n$ $N$
$\lambda:=(\lambda_{1}, \lambda_{2}, \cdots, \lambda_{k})\in N^{k}$ $\sum_{i}\lambda_{i}=n,$ $\lambda_{1}\geq\lambda_{2}\geq\cdots\geq\lambda_{k}$ $\lambda$ $n$ $0$
$\lambda_{i}$ $\lambda$ 2 $0$ $-$
$\beta_{j}=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ cardinality of $\{i : \lambda_{i}=j\},$ $(j=1,2, \cdots, n)$ $\beta_{j}$ ( $n$ $j$
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$\beta_{k}\geq 0,$ $\sum_{k}k\beta_{k}=n$ $\beta:=(\beta_{1}, \beta_{2}\dot{;}\cdots, \beta_{n})$ $n$
$\beta$
$\beta$ $[0,1]^{n}$ $f_{\beta}$
$f_{\beta}(x_{12,n}, X\cdots, X)=IA_{\beta}(x1, x2, \cdots, xn)$
$A_{\beta}=$ $\cup$ $B(\pi(1),\pi(2),$ $\cdots,\pi(n))$
$\pi$:permutations
$B(1,2, \cdots, n)=\{(x_{1}, x2, \cdots, xn)\in[\mathrm{o}, 1]^{n}$ : $x_{1}=x_{2}=\cdots x_{i_{1}},$ $X_{i+}11=\cdots=x_{i_{1}i\mathrm{z}}+$ ,
$\ldots,x_{\sum_{k^{-}}^{d1}=11}ik+=...$ $=x_{\sum_{k=1}^{d}i_{k}}$
, $X_{1},$
$X_{i+1} \cdot\cdot X\sum_{k=1}d-1i_{k}+1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}1’\cdot,\mathrm{e}$ distinct},
$i_{1}+i_{2}+\cdots+i_{d}=n,$ $\#\{k:ik=\iota\}=\beta_{\iota}$
Young $f_{\beta}$ , $x_{1},$ $x_{2,n}\ldots,$$x$ $\beta=$
$(\beta_{1}, \beta 2, \cdots\beta n)$ Young
$d=d( \beta)=\sum_{i}\beta_{i}$ Young ( the number of
alleles)
$\Pi_{W}(d\mu)$ $W(t)$ $P([0,1])$
$I_{n,\beta}= \int<f_{\beta},$ $\mu^{n}>\Pi w(d\mu)$
$<f_{\beta,\mu^{n}>=} \int\cdots\int f_{\beta}(x1, X2, \cdots, Xn)\mu(dX1)\mu(d_{X_{2})}\cdots\mu(dx_{n})$ .

















$\beta=(0;^{\mathrm{o},\cdots,\mathrm{o}}, 1)$ $\beta_{1}=\cdots=\beta_{n-\mathrm{i}}=0,$ $\beta_{n}=1$
$\int<f\beta,$ $\mu^{n}>^{m_{\Pi}}w(d\mu)=\sum\frac{m!}{\prod_{j=1}^{m}(j!)\beta_{j}’\beta_{j}’!}\frac{1}{\Gamma(nm)}\beta’\cross$
$\int^{\infty}0x^{nm-1}dx\prod_{k=1}(\int 00m\infty\{Ze^{-}\Lambda xz(dZ))\beta_{k}’\exp\int nk\infty(e^{-}" - 1)\Lambda(d_{Z)\}}$ .
$\beta’$ $m$ $\sum_{\beta’}$
( Section 4.)





where $d= \sum_{k}\beta_{k}$ .
( Theorem 1 )
Example 1.








Example 1 ,subordinator $\Gamma$-process
Theorem 2
$n=2$ $\beta=(0,1)$ $f_{\beta}$ 2 $[0,1]^{2}$
$<f\beta,$ $\mu^{2}>$ $\frac{1}{1+\theta}$
$1-<f_{\beta,\mu^{2}}>$ Theorem 2
$E[<f \beta, \mu^{2}>^{m}]=\sum_{\prime,\beta}\frac{m!}{\prod_{jj}(j!)^{\beta_{\mathrm{j}}}\beta’\prime!}\frac{\Gamma(\theta)}{\Gamma(\theta+2m)}\theta^{1\beta|}’\prod_{k}((2k-1)!)^{\beta_{k}’}$ .
$m=2$ $\beta’$ $\beta_{1}’=2,$ $\beta_{2}’=0$ $\beta_{1}’=0,$ $\beta_{2}’=1$ 2
$E[<f \beta, \mu^{2}>^{2}]=\frac{\theta+6}{(1+\theta)(2+\theta)(3+\theta)}$
$V[<f_{\beta,\mu^{2}}>]= \frac{2\theta}{(1+\theta)^{2}(2+\theta)(3+\theta)}$
$\mathrm{F}.\mathrm{M}$.Stewart(1976) – (Kimura [4] )





$E_{2}[e^{-u\tau}]( \omega_{2})=\exp\{\int_{0}^{\infty}(e-uz-1)\frac{\theta}{\alpha z}e-\mathrm{C}\Gamma(1-\alpha)z_{dZ\}}$ ,
$T(\omega_{2})$
$Z(tT(\omega 2))(\omega_{1})/Z(T(\omega_{2}))(\omega_{1})$ $(\omega_{1}, \omega_{2})$ $[0,1]$ Y













Remark 12 $Z(tT(\omega 2))(\omega_{1})/Z(T(\omega_{2}))(\omega_{1})$ , $0\leq t\leq 1$ , jump
Pitman-Yor two-parameter $Poi_{S}son- Di\dot{\mathcal{H}}chlei$ distribution
$\mathrm{K}_{n}=\sum_{\beta}In,\beta|\beta|$ Young $n$
Example 1















$A_{\beta}^{N}=$ { $\mathrm{x}_{N}=(x_{1}^{N},$ $\cdots$ , $x_{n}^{N}$ ) ; $Nx_{i}^{N}$ is an integer for each $\mathrm{i},$ $\mathrm{x}_{N}\in A_{\beta}$ }
$[0,1]^{n}$ $C_{N,\beta}$ $f_{N,\beta}$ $C_{N,\beta}$
$c_{N,\beta}= \bigcup_{\beta}\mathrm{X}N\in ANi=\square (X^{NN}i, xi+\frac{1}{N}]n1$
$fN,\beta(X1, \cdots, Xn)=IcN,\beta(x1, \cdots, X_{n})$ .
Lemma 21.
The sequence $\{f_{N,\beta}\}$ converges to $f_{\beta}$ boudedly, as n-$+\infty .
Proof. $A_{\beta}$ $\{f_{N,\beta}\}$ 1 $\mathrm{x}=(X1, X2, \cdots, xn)\in A_{\beta}$
$x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\cdots$ , $x_{n}$ 2 $2/N$ $N$
$f_{N,\beta}(\mathrm{x})=1$
$x_{i}$ $x_{i}\geq k_{i}/N$ $k_{i}/N$
$(k_{1}/N, k_{2}/N, \cdots, k_{n}/N)\in A_{\beta}^{N}$ $x_{i}=$ $k_{i}/N=kj/N$
$x_{i}\neq x_{j}$ $k_{i}/N=k_{j}/N$
$2/N<|x_{i}-x_{j}|\leq|x_{i}-k_{i}/N|+|k_{i}/N-k_{j}/N|+|k_{j}/N-x_{j}|<2/N$
$\mathrm{x}=(x_{1}, x_{2}, \cdots, X_{n})\not\in A_{\beta}$ $\mathrm{x}\in A_{\beta’},$ $\beta’\neq\beta$ $\beta’$ $f_{N,\beta}+$
$f_{N,\beta’}\leq 1,$ $\lim_{Narrow\infty^{f_{N},\prime(\mathrm{X})1}}\beta=$ $\lim_{Narrow\infty^{f_{N,\beta}(\mathrm{X})=0}}$
Lemma 22.
$I_{n}= \lim_{+Narrow\infty}\int<fN,\beta,$ $\mu^{n}>\Pi W(d\mu)$
$= \lim_{Narrow+\infty}\frac{n!}{(1!)^{\beta_{1}}(2!)\beta 2\ldots(n!)^{\beta_{n}}}\sum^{*}E^{w}[\prod_{j=1}^{N}(W_{j})(N)mj]$ ,
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where $W_{j}^{(N)}=W( \frac{j}{N})-W(\frac{j-1}{N}),j=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $N$. Here, $\sum^{*}$ means the summation on mm $=(m_{1}, m_{2}, \cdot.., m_{N})$
with nonnegative integers $m_{i}$ such that $\sum_{j=1}^{N}m_{j}=n$ , and $\#\{j : m_{j}=k\}=\beta_{k},$ $k=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $n$ .
Proof.
Remark. $N$ $n$ $j$




$J_{N}= \frac{n!}{(1!)^{\beta_{1}}(2!)\beta 2\ldots(n!)^{\beta n}}\sum^{*}E^{W}[\prod_{j=1}^{N}(W_{j})(N)mj]$
Lemma 23.
$J_{N}$ $=$ $\frac{n!}{(1!)^{\beta_{1}}(2!)^{\beta}2\cdots(n!)^{\beta n}}\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}\int_{0}^{\infty}udu\sum^{*}\prod_{k=1}(n-1-1)^{m}k\varphi_{\frac{(1}{N}})Nmk(u)$
$=$ $\frac{n!}{\prod_{j=1}^{n}(j!)^{\beta_{j}}}\frac{N!}{\prod_{j=1}^{n}\beta_{j}!(N-d)!}\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}\int_{0}^{\infty}u^{n}-1du\prod_{j=1}^{n}\{(-1)j\varphi_{\frac{(j1}{N}}()u)\}\beta_{j}\cross\{\varphi_{\frac{1}{N}}(u)\}^{N-d}$ .
Proof.












where $P(k)$ stands for the set of partitions $\beta^{k}$ of integer k,and $C(\beta^{(k}))$ are positive constants.





and $d_{k}= \sum_{i}\beta_{i}^{(k)}$ .





$H_{k}(u) \leq\sum c(1)(\psi’(-u))l1(\psi’l(-u))(\psi)(-u))lk(\varphi\frac{1}{N}(\iota_{2}\ldots(k)u)\beta k$ ,
where $\sum_{j}jl_{j}=k\beta_{k}$ , and
$\prod_{k=1}^{n}\{(-1)^{k}\varphi_{\frac{(k1}{N}\frac{1}{N}}(u)\}(\varphi(u))\beta_{k})^{Nd}-=(\frac{1}{N})^{d}\prod_{k=1}^{n}(\psi(k)(-u))^{\beta_{k}}\varphi(u)+(\frac{1}{N})^{d1}+H(u)$ ,
where
$H(u) \leq\sum conSt.(\psi^{;}(-u))^{\beta_{1}’}(\psi’’(-u))^{\beta_{2}’}\cdots(\psi^{(n)}(-u))^{\rho_{n}}\varphi(\prime u)$,
and $(\beta_{1}’, \beta_{2}’, \cdots, \beta ln)$ are partitions of $n$ .
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3 Proof of Theorem 1
Lemma 23 Lemma 25










Lemma 22 $I_{N}= \lim_{Narrow}\infty JN$ (3.1) 2
$-$
$n!$
$I_{N}= \frac{n!}{\prod_{j=1}^{n}(j!)^{\beta}\mathrm{j}\beta j!}\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}\int_{0}^{\infty}u^{n-1}du\prod_{k=1}..(\psi^{(}k)(-u))^{\beta k}\varphi(u)$
Theorem 1
4 Proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 1
$f_{N,\beta}= \sum_{i=1}^{N}$ IA.N $\mathrm{X}A^{N}\cdots A^{N}\dot{.}$ $(x_{1} , x_{2}, \cdots , x_{n})$ , where $A_{i}^{N}=( \frac{i-1}{N}, \frac{i}{N}]$ .
$A_{i}^{N}$ $A_{i}$
$\int<f_{\beta,\mu^{nm_{\Pi_{W}}}}>(d\mu)$ $=$ $\lim_{Narrow\infty}\int<fN,\beta,$ $\mu^{nm}>\Pi W(d\mu)$
$=$ $\lim_{Narrow\infty}\int(\sum^{N}\mu(A_{i})^{n})m_{\Pi_{W}}\mu(d)i=1$
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$\int(\sum_{i=1}^{N}\mu(A_{i})n)^{m}\Pi W(d\mu)$ $=$ $E[( \sum_{i=1}^{N}(\frac{Z(A_{i})}{Z(1)})^{n})^{m}]$
$=$ $E[ \frac{1}{\Gamma(nm)}.\int_{0}^{\infty}x-1dx(nm\sum_{1i=}^{N}Z(A_{i})^{n})^{m}e^{-Z}](1)x$
$=$ $\sum_{m_{1},m_{2},\cdot\cdot,mN}.\frac{m!}{\prod_{j=1}^{N}m_{j}!}\frac{1}{\Gamma(nm)}\int_{0}^{\infty}Xn"-1dxE[\prod_{j}N=1z(Aj)^{nm_{j}}e^{-z(1)x}]$
$=$ $m_{1},m_{2}, \cdot\cdot m\sum_{N}\cdot,\frac{m!}{\prod_{j=1}^{N}m_{j}!}\frac{1}{\Gamma(nm)}\int_{0}\infty)^{nm_{j}}x^{nm}-1dx\prod^{N}E[z(Aje^{-}]j=1z(A_{j})x$
$=$ $\sum_{m_{1},m_{2},\cdot\cdot,m_{N}}.\frac{m!}{\prod_{j=1}^{N}m_{j}!}\frac{1}{\Gamma(nm)}\int_{0}^{\infty}x^{nm}-1dx(-1)^{n}m\prod^{N}\varphi\frac{1n}{N}.(_{X}(m_{*}))j=1$
$\sim$ $\sum_{\mathrm{m}}\frac{m!}{\prod_{j=1}^{N}m_{j}!}\frac{1}{\Gamma(nm)}\int_{0}^{\infty}x^{nm-1}dX$
$\cross$ $( \frac{1}{N})^{d}\prod_{j=1}^{N}(\int^{\infty}0)z^{n}m\cdot- e\Lambda xz(dZ)\varphi(_{X})$ ,
$=$ $\sum_{\beta’}\frac{m!}{\prod_{j=1}^{m}(j!)^{\beta’\prime}j\beta \mathrm{j}!}\frac{N!}{(N-|\beta|)!N^{d}},\frac{1}{\Gamma(nm)}\int_{0}^{\infty}xnm-1dX$





















L\’evy measure $\Lambda(dZ)$ $0<\alpha<1$
$\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-uz}Z\Lambda(dZ)\sim\frac{c_{1}}{u^{1-\alpha}},$ $narrow\infty$ (5.3)




$0<\alpha<1$ (5.3) $E[ \frac{1}{Z(1)^{\alpha}}]<+\infty$ $\circ$
Proof.
$\epsilon$ $\epsilon$ (5.4) $M$ $\mathrm{K}_{n}$ 3
$\mathrm{K}_{n}$ $n$ $n$ $K_{n}^{3}$ $K_{n}^{3}$




$\geq$ $\frac{1}{\alpha}\{E[\int^{\infty}MZ(1)u^{n+-}e\alpha 1-u_{d}u\frac{1}{Z(1)^{\alpha}} : Z(1)\leq\frac{1}{M}]-M^{\alpha}\}$
$\geq$ $\frac{1}{\alpha}\{\int_{1}^{\infty}u^{n+}-1e-ud\alpha Eu[\frac{1}{Z(1)^{\alpha}} : Z(1)\leq\frac{1}{M}]-M^{\alpha}\}$
$arrow\vee$ $6 \backslash E[\frac{1}{Z(1)^{\alpha}}]<+\infty$
$\circ$
Lemma 53





$\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}I_{0}^{\infty}X^{n+1}-E\alpha[z(1)^{n}e-xZ(1)]dX$ $=$ $\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}E[\int_{0}\infty un+\alpha-1e-udu\frac{1}{Z(1)^{\alpha}}]$
$=$ $\frac{\Gamma(n+\alpha)}{\Gamma(n)}E[\frac{1}{Z(1)^{\alpha}}]$




$K_{n}^{1}+K_{n}^{2} \leq\int_{0}^{M}$ $( \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-zu}z\Lambda(dZ))du<+\infty$ , (5.6)






$\leq$ $K_{n}^{3}$ $\leq$ $(1+ \epsilon)c_{1}\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}\int_{M}^{\infty}x^{n-1}(\int_{M}^{x}\frac{1}{u^{1-\alpha}}du)E[z(1)^{n}e-xz(1)]d_{X}$ .
$\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}\int_{M}^{\infty}x^{n-1}(\int_{M}^{x}\frac{1}{u^{1-\alpha}}du)E-[Z(1)^{n}e^{-}]xz(1)dX$
$= \frac{1}{\alpha}\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}\{(\int_{M}^{\infty}X^{n}-E+\alpha 1[Z(1)ne-itz(1)]dX)-M^{\alpha} \cross \int_{M}^{\infty}x^{n-}E1[Z(1)^{n}e-xz(1)]dX)\}$
$0 \leq\frac{1}{\Gamma(n)}M^{\alpha}\int_{M}^{\infty}x^{n-1}E[z(1)n-exz(1)]dx\leq M^{\alpha}$
(5.4) (5.7)
L\’evy measure $\Lambda(d_{Z})$ 2
$\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-uz}Z\Lambda(dZ)\sim\frac{c_{1}}{u},narrow\infty$, (5.8)
$1^{\infty}\log Z\Lambda(dZ)<+\infty$ , (5.9)




$\leq$ $K_{n}^{3}$ $\leq$ $\frac{(1+\mathcal{E})_{C}1}{\Gamma(n)}\int_{M}^{\infty}X^{n-1}\log XE[z(1)^{n}e^{-x}Z(1)]dx$. (5.11)
Lemma 56
(5.8) (5.9)
$E[|\log Z(1)|]<+\infty$ , (5.12)
Proof.
$E[|\log Z(1)| : Z(1)\geq 1]\leq E[\log(eZ(1))]$
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}[8]$ ( $\mathrm{P}\cdot 159$ , Theorem 253) (5.9)
$E[|\log Z(1)| : Z(1)\geq 1]<\infty$
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‘ Lemma 5.5,(5.11)
$+ \infty>K_{n}^{3}+(1-\epsilon)C_{1}\log M\geq\frac{(1-\in)C1}{\Gamma(n)}\int_{M}^{\infty}x-1\mathrm{l}n\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}xE[Z(1)n-xz(1)]edX$ ,
$xZ(1)=t$ $d_{X=} \frac{1}{Z(1)}dt$ ( $M>1$ )





$+$ $\int_{M}^{\infty}t^{n-1}e^{-\iota_{d}}tE[|\log z(1)| : Z(1)<1]$
$E[|\log Z(1)| : Z(1)<1]<\infty$ (5.12)
Lemma 57
$\frac{c_{1}}{\Gamma(n)}(\int_{M}^{\infty}x^{n}-1\log_{XE}[z(1)^{n}e^{-x})]Z(1dX\sim C1\log n,narrow\infty$ . (5.13)
Proof.
$x= \frac{(n-\perp J^{u}}{Z(1)}$
$\frac{c_{1}}{\Gamma(n)}$ $( \int_{M}^{\infty}x^{n}-1\log xE[Z(1)nZ(1)]e^{-x}dX = \frac{c_{1}}{\Gamma(n)}(n-1)nE[\int_{z(1}\infty u)M\text{ }-1\cross$
$\{\log(n-1)+\log u-\log Z(1)\}e^{-}-)(n1udu]$
$=$ $\frac{c_{1}}{\Gamma(n)}(n-1)^{n}\{\log(n-1)E[\int_{Z(1}^{\infty})M]u^{n}-1-e(n-1)udu$
$+$ $E[ \int_{Z(1}^{\infty})Mu^{n}-1\log u6-(n-1)udu]$





$I_{2} \sim e^{-(}n-1)\frac{\sqrt{2\pi}}{\sqrt{n-1}}o(1)$ ,
$I_{3} \sim e^{-}(n-1)\frac{\sqrt{2\pi}}{\sqrt{n-1}}E[-\log Z(1)],narrow\infty$ ,





$K_{n}^{3}\sim c_{1}\log n,$ $narrow\infty$ ,
(5.6)
$\mathrm{K}_{n}\sim \mathrm{C}_{1}\log n,$ $narrow\infty$
Theorem 5
6 Appendix :
1 $R^{1}$ $g(x)$ $e^{ag(x)}$
$a$
$e^{-ag} \frac{d^{n}}{dx^{n}}e^{ag}=Y_{n}(ag_{1}, ag2, \cdots, a\mathit{9}n)$, $g_{i}=D_{x}^{i}g$ , $i=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $n$
$\mathrm{Y}_{n}(u_{1}, u_{2}, \cdots, u_{n})=\sum_{\beta}\frac{n!}{\prod_{j=1}^{n}\beta_{j}!}\prod_{i=1}^{n}(\frac{u_{i}}{i!})\beta_{i}$ . (7.1)
[7], $[9]_{0}$ $\sum_{\beta}$ $n$ $\beta$
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